LED LANDSCAPE LIGHTS

LL50 LANDSCAPE LIGHTS SERIES

Junction Box with
waterproof cover

LUMATEQ is ahead of the curve with its new line of LED
Landscape LL50 Series lights. The latest in lighting technology
is now available for commercial & residential landsape
installations and replacement. LUMATEQ LED Landscape lights
assure efficient light distribution, free from environmentally
hazardous materials and unmatched in energy savings. This is
our most advanced LED Landscape light series yet!
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Higher output but still the low-draw guaranty from LED
technology, this new and improved LL50 Series LED Landscape
are a quality product at an economy price point.
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LANDSCAPE FEATURES & BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-1/2"

6-Watt high output LEDs
988 Lumen output
Versatile mounting options to meet a variety of applications
Comes with adjustable stainless steel mounting bracket
Adjustable 9" - 14" ABS plastic yard stake with 360°/180° bracket
Blends seamlessly with architectural landscaping
Wet and dry zone lighting
Crisp white, energy efficient light best for security cameras
Significantly longer life equates to reduced maintenance costs

OPTIONS
• Line and low voltage versions
• Available in Black (BKA) and Green (GRN)

MULTI-APPLICATOIN USE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
•
•
•
•

LM80-tested; waterproof; ETL rated IP-67 for wet locations
UV-stable high-impact housing
High-impact polycarbonate lens
Vibration and shock resistant LEDs

Part#

Description

UPC

Voltage

Draw

< .05 AMP
@110V
<
.05 AMP
LL50-GRN-110-00 6-Watt LED Landscape, Green 630838081843 110V AC
@110V
0.50 AMP
LL50-GRN-012-00 6-Watt LED Low Voltage
630838081751 12-24V AC/DC <@12V
Landscape, Green
DC

LL50-BKA-110-00

6-Watt LED Landscape, Black 630838081836 110V AC

Commercial & residential landscape lighting
Waterway lighting
Parking lot light
Flag pole spot light
Garage & storage-area lighting
Sign lighting
Pool, deck and dock lights
Commercial property lighting
Uplights to 30'

IP
ETL Light Master
Rating Cert. Color Pack
IP-67

√

5700K

12

IP-67

√

5700K

12

IP-67

N/A

5700K

12

Up To

90%

Energy Savings

The following shows the cost of
illuminating this fixture an average of
12 hours a day for 365 days a year.

6 Watts x 4,380 YKWH x $.09/KWH
1,000
$2.37

Yearly Operating
Cost per fixture

ETL-Approved for "Wet Locations"

For ordering information, visit Lumateq.com or contact Lumateq's dedicated Customer Service Team: orders@lumateq.com

LED LANDSCAPE LIGHTS
SAFE

LED’s…Clearly the safer and smarter choice for stylish, efficient,
affordable and healthier lighting. Put an end to
"headaches, eye strain and general eye discomfort".

It turns out that LED lighting is not only easier on your wallet and better for
the planet; it’s also healthier. LEDs come out ahead of the competition every
time when you consider the side effects of general lighting choices that may
affect health: flicker, hum, heat and toxic materials. In fact, according to the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), common ailments
associated with these “side effects” include “headaches, eye strain and
general eye discomfort.”
Another study, published by Lighting Research and Technology in 1989, found
that exposing workers to lights without flickering “resulted in more than a 50
percent drop in complaints of eye strain and headaches.” Furthermore, the
stroboscopic effect flickering lights can create poses a threat to those working
around moving parts or large machinery. Hum, from traditional light sources,
produces a noise pollution that has been associated with causing “irritability,
hyperactivity, fatigue and attention deficits” (Ott, John N. (1973).
Besides the safety issues listed above, take into consideration heat emissions.
Halogen lamps can get as hot as 200°F. These temperatures can create hot spots
and unsanitary conditions in places like delis and grocery stores where raw meat

is stored. Fluorescent bulbs emit UV radiation, which can cause premature aging
and even skin cancer! A study published in the August, 2008 issue of Oxford
University Press found, “the UV emissions from a significant percentage of the
tested CFLs…may result in foreseeable overexposure of the skin when these
lamps are used in desk or task lighting applications.”
Mercury is an extremely dangerous and toxic substance that exists in most kinds
of bulbs—incandescent and fluorescent—except for LEDs. The presence of
mercury makes disposing of other bulbs dangerous and time consuming.
ENOUGH SAID.
The use of LED lights can significantly reduce the negative health effects and
safety risks pose by traditional incandescent and fluorescent lights. LEDs silently
and safely offer full-spectrum light, produce no flicker or hum, stay relatively cool
and emit less heat. LEDs do not emit UV radiation, and do not contain mercury,
and so can be disposed of safely and easily.
We’ve become so accustomed to living with the traditional types of lighting that we
hadn’t even realized the risks we’ve been exposing ourselves to.

Backed by 50 Years' Manufacturing Experience
When you choose to stock, sell and spec LUMATEQ LED lights, you get the intrinsic experience, superior quality, level of service and competitive pricing that a robust
company provides. LUMATEQ engineers, manufactures, packages and ships thousands of products from right here in the heart of the U.S. and overseas. We distribute to
Europe, Australia, Canada, Latin America and almost all the island nations. Our logistics teams monitor & coordinate delivery schedules allowing orders to be manufactured,
warehoused and available for release based on our customers’ project needs and schedules.
We have earned a reputation for innovation and quality from our supply chain partners, which include electrical distributors, dealers, installers; OEM; retailers; architects; marine. Our
customers have come to rely upon us for premium products, distribution expertise and a full-service organization that creates solutions that provide the best total value, inventory
management and marketing support programs in the business.

For ordering information, contact Lumateq's dedicated customer service team: orders@lumateq.com
Keep up to date by visiting our website: Lumateq.com

